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The π electron cloud above and below the honeycomb structure of graphene causes
each carbon atom to carry a permanent electric quadrupole moment which can attach
any cation to impart interesting physical properties. We have synthesized Fe inter-
calated graphene structures to investigate tunable magnetic properties as a result of
this chemical modification. An interesting antiferro quadrupolar ordering is observed
which arises due to a coupling between magnetic dipole moment of Fe and electric
quadrupole moment on graphene surface. In contrast to antiferromagnetic Neel tem-
perature (TN), here the ordering temperature (TQ) increases from 35.5 K to 47.5 K
as the magnetic field is raised upto 1 Tesla. C© 2013 Author(s). All article content,
except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4816791]

I. INTRODUCTION

The rare earth compounds with 4f electrons possessing orbital as well as spin degrees of
freedom, generally show electric quadrupole ordering in addition to magnetic dipole ordering at
low temperatures.1, 2 Cerium hexaboride (CeB6) is considered as a typical example of an f-electron
system, where Ce+3 ions are arranged in the simple cubic lattice and quadrupolar interactions play
an important role in its magnetic behavior.3, 4 In this compound, the anomalous magnetic behavior
where the quadrupolar ordering temperature (TQ) increases with increasing magnetic field in contrast
to the ordinary antiferro Neel temperature (TN) which dies away with increasing field, arises due
to coupling between the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole. Besides CeB6, there are very few
other compounds like DyB2C2, HoB2C2, TmTe and PrOs4Sb12 where antiferro quadrupolar ordering
(AFQ) at low temperature has been observed.2, 5–8

Although AFQ is observed so far in very few f-electron systems, there are several basic issues
which still remain unexplored. For example, the enhancement of TQ with magnetic field is very
poor and whether the effect can be observed in non-f-electron heterogeneous systems in which the
interaction takes place between the magnetic dipole situated on the electric quadrupolar surface. Very
recently it has been reported that the π electron cloud above and below the honeycomb structure
causes each carbon atom to carry a permanent electric quadrupole moment in graphene.9 Although
few works on magnetic properties in intrinsic graphene10, 11 as well as composites12, 13 containing
magnetic materials grown on graphene surface have already been reported, the effect of coupling
between the magnetic dipole moment and electric quadrupole moment of graphene has not yet been
explored. To investigate whether the AFQ ordering is observed when a magnetic atom is placed on
the quadrupole rich graphene surface we have synthesized Fe intercalated graphene using graphene
oxide to form a layered structure with an interlayer separation of 4.4 Å.
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TABLE I. Compositions for three different Fe intercalated FLG composite.

Sample No. Amount of GO solution taken Amount of anhydrous FeCl3 taken (‘X’)

Sample 1 (GF 1) 10 ml 0.006 mol
Sample 2 (GF 2) 10 ml 0.030 mol
Sample 3 (GF 3) 10 ml 0.015 mol

II. EXPERIMENTAL

To synthesize Fe intercalated few layer graphene (FLG) sheets; FLG oxide (FLGO) is prepared
from natural purified graphite using modified Hummer’s method.14 10 ml of FLGO solution is mixed
with 100 ml of DMF in a beaker followed by ultrasonic vibration in a cold water bath to yield a
clear homogeneous yellow brown dispersion. In a typical process to prepare Fe intercalated FLG
composite we have synthesized three samples (GF) with different amounts of anhydrous FeCl3 as
shown in Table I.

Aqueous solution of FeCl3 is then added to the homogeneous yellow brown dispersion of GO.
The mixture is stirred for 30 min and treated by ultrasonic vibration for 15 minutes to make a uniform
mixture. Finally, 10 ml of hydrazine hydrate is added to the mixture followed by further ultrasonic
treatment for 4 h at a temperature of 60◦C. The final product is collected by filtration, washed with
distilled water and methanol and then dried in vacuum oven at 80◦C overnight.

Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) studies of the as-synthesized samples are performed
by Jeol-2011 high resolution transmission electron microscope and subsequently for XRD profile,
we have used X-RAY Diffractometer (Rich Seifert). Raman Measurements are carried out using
LabSpec Raman spectroscope (Model JYT6400). The sample for Raman measurement was excited
at 514 nm with an Ar-ion laser with a scanning duration of 50 s. The XPS measurements are
carried out using OMICRON-0571 system. For DFT calculation we have used standard program
of GUSSIAN 03 software package. Magnetic measurements have been carried out by SQUID
Magnetometer (Quantum Design) over the temperature range from 2-300 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1(a) shows the X-ray diffraction pattern for GF measured at room temperature. From the
JCPDS (No. 44-1415) data it is seen that the diffraction peaks for GF sample corresponding to
2θ values of 14.9◦, 26.9◦, 37.4◦ and 46.3◦ can be attributed to the (200), (210), (410) and (020)
planes of γ -FeOOH. We have confirmed the Fe intercalation in FLG from the XRD pattern in which
a new peak appears at 2θ value of 19.8◦ corresponding to interlayer separation 4.4 Å, which is
close to the theoretical limit (4.0-4.4 Å) of transition metal intercalated graphene layers predicted
using DFT technique.15 Therefore, from the XRD data it is to be mentioned that in this technique
during synthesis of Fe intercalated FLG from few layers graphene oxide (FLGO) solution we could
not avoid the formation of some γ -FeOOH nanoparticles which grow as a byproduct on top and
bottom surfaces but do not affect the properties under investigation. In the previous work16 we have
demonstrated Ni/Graphene/Ni spin valve like structures using Ni layers grown on both sides of
graphene sheets. In that case in the first step Ni(OH)2 was grown during hydrothermal treatment
of reduced graphene oxide (RGO) and nickel acetate. In the second step Ni sheets are grown by
hydrogen reduction of Ni(OH)2 at 450◦C. However, in the present case we have used ultrasonic
vibration to exfoliate the graphene layers for intercalation of transition metal atoms. As a result of
this intercalation, in the present work a new peak arises at 19.8◦ which was absent in the previous
work.

From the transmission electron microscope images presented in Fig. 1(b) which is typical of
all samples, growth of some discrete γ -FeOOH sheets are also shown. It is to be noted that the
major part of the graphene sheet is free from γ -FeOOH. However to give a rough estimate of Fe
concentrations we have investigated EDX analysis shown in tabular form of Fig. 1(c).
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FIG. 1. (a) X-ray diffraction patterns for three samples (GF1, GF2 and GF3) indicating the crystal phase of γ -FeOOH
along with Fe intercalated graphene peak. (b) TEM image showing some isolated γ -FeOOH nanoparticles grown on iron
intercalated graphene surface. (c) Table reporting the rough estimate of C and Fe concentrations of the three samples as
obtained from EDX analysis.

We have performed Raman experiments to understand the number of layers in our Fe intercalated
FLG sample. From the literature it is well known that for graphene the peaks corresponding to
the ‘D’ and ‘G’ bands appear at 1350 and 1580 cm-1 and the ‘2D’ band appears at 2700 cm−1.
Fig. 2(a) represents the Micro Raman spectra for the as-synthesized sample. In this case the ‘D’ and
‘2D’ bands appear at 1347 and 2690 cm−1. The interesting observation is the appearance of ‘G’
band peak, shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a). The G peak appears as a doublet with one peak located
at around 1589 cm−1 (G1) and the other at approximately 1597cm−1 (G2). This doublet in G peak
confirms the intercalation and the integrated intensity ratio IG1/IG2 close to unity indicates 3 layers
in our FLG samples.17, 18

To confirm the Fe intercalation we have carried out X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
analysis shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). In Fig. 2(b) the peak corresponding to binding energies (B.E.)
at about 285 and 531 eV are attributed to C1s and O1s respectively and peaks in the marked portion
represents the B.E. of Fe2p. It is seen from enlarged view of Fe2p peaks shown in Fig. 2(c) that
the peaks at 711.5 and 725.2 eV correspond to the B.E. of Fe2p3/2 and Fe2p1/2 in the oxidized state
of Fe(III) arising due to the presence of γ -FeOOH. These results are in good agreement with the
TEM microstructure and XRD profile where lattice image as well as the peaks corresponding to the
γ -FeOOH phase confirms the formation of γ -FeOOH nanosheets on the graphene surface. Besides
Fe2p3/2 and Fe2p1/2 peaks a small and broad peak is also observed at B.E. 706.5 eV. The appearance
of this peak at B.E. 706.5 eV shows a clear indication of Fe(0) state which is absent in both the XRD
profile as well as in the TEM micrograph.

In this regard, it is to be mentioned that we have thoroughly investigated the high resolution
lattice images of the nanocrystallites grown on the graphene surface but no evidence of metallic
Fe lattice even in the trace amount is observed. Therefore, from the TEM, XRD, Raman and XPS
results it is confirmed that Fe(0) is intercalated in between the graphene layers and a stable structure
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FIG. 2. (a) Raman study for the GF sample. The inset of figure 2 (a) shows the splitting of G peak confirming the intercalation
of Fe in graphene and the number of layers present in the Fe intercalated FLG. XPS spectra of GF (b) full survey (c) survey
for Fe2p.
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is formed due to mixing of d-orbitals of Fe and p-orbitals of carbon discussed later. We have also
overruled the existence of Fe(0) on the surface of graphene because of high reactivity of Fe(0) with
oxygen to form a stable Fe-oxide phase.

Based on our TEM, XRD, Raman and XPS results we conclude that during the growth process
Fe atoms are intercalated within the graphene layers along with the formation of γ -FeOOH on
both surfaces of FLG sheets. During synthesis of FLGO by modified Hummer’s method we have
controlled the oxidation in such a way that it takes place only on two faces along with side edge of a
few layer graphene sheets with the formation of epoxy, hydroxyl, and carboxyl groups on their basal
planes and edges respectively creating a negatively charged environment and Fe3+ ions favorably
bind with the oxygen-containing groups when the FLGO solution is stirred in the presence of FeCl3.
In the first step of sonication before addition of the reducing agent (hydrazine hydrate) Fe+3 ions
are penetrated in between the graphene layers due to partial exfoliation as a result of steric repulsion
between the –COOH groups attached to the edges and finally when hydrazine hydrate is added under
sonication at 60◦C, hydrolysis of Fe+3 accompanied by the formation of γ -FeOOH occurs on the
top and bottom surfaces of FLG and simultaneously the Fe+3 ions that penetrated in between the
graphene layers are reduced to form metal atom and intercalated due to strong interaction between
the d-orbitals of TM atom and p-orbitals of graphene carbon atoms. The as synthesized powdered
sample is washed several times using aqueaus solution and centrifuge and finally dried in vacuum
oven at 90◦C for 3h. This results in the fabrication of an intercalated structure with an interlayer
separation corresponding to a 2θ value of 19.8◦. It is noticed that for lower Fe content (GF1) there
is a graphene peak at around 24.8◦. It means for lower Fe content some portions still remain to be
intercalated. For higher Fe content however, the intercalation is complete as for samples GF2 and
GF3 for which no graphene peak at 24.8◦ is observed.

To investigate the stability of Fe intercalated graphene structure we have also carried out DFT
calculation. In case of intercalation when Fe is intercalated in between two graphene sheets, its
vibrational energy as well as stabilization energy is accordingly modified. We estimate the total
energy and molecular orbital (M.O) calculation of the optimized metal atom intercalated structure
with B3LYP/3-21G, 6-31G levels using the standard program of in GUSSIAN 03 software package.
We have found that Fe atom intercalated structure is energetically more stable than the Fe atom
placed on the top/bottom surfaces of graphene and the intercalated optimized structure shows the
lowest energy value of –1084411.675 Kcal/mol in all basis sets for the B3LYP technique. Again
the presence of Fe atom on top/bottom surfaces of graphene is discarded from the FE-TEM and
XPS experimental results. The difference in energy for the intercalated structure with Fe atom in
the centre position as well as off centre position of the graphene ring found to be 71155.1255 Kcal.
Therefore, we conclude that it is energetically more favorable for the iron atom to be intercalated
at the centre position in between the graphene layers. Also at the same time for the optimized
system, the interlayer separation is found to be 4.39 Å, which is almost well in agreement with our
experimental results (4.4 Å). Fig. 3(a) shows the spin density distribution for the occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO-33) and Fig. 3(b) that for the unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO-115) which are
separated by 0.3 eV. The interactions (orbital overlap) of the π electrons of graphene surface (pz)
with the dπ electrons (dz2 ) of iron, shown in Fig. 3(b) is stable owing to its pπ -dπ stacked spin
topological frameworks.

Fig. 4(a) shows the Field Cooling (FC) with a magnetic field of 50Oe and zero field cooling
(ZFC) curves for the sample (GF1) with lower Fe content. The peak in FC curve of GF1 clearly
shows an antiferromagnetic interaction with TN at around 32.5 K and the Blocking temperature
obtained from ZFC curve is about 104.7 K although the splitting in FC and ZFC curves starts almost
from room temperature (300 K). To understand the effect of magnetic field on antiferromagnetic
interaction we have extended field cooled measurements using a magnetic field of 1 Tesla as shown
in Fig. 4(b). Like other antiferromagnetic samples, in the present case also we observe that the
antiferromagnetic interaction dies away under the application of a magnetic field of about 1 T.

Striking difference in magnetic behavior for the samples (GF2, GF3) is observed. Fig. 5(a)
shows the Field Cooling (FC) with a magnetic field of 50Oe and zero field cooling (ZFC) curves
for GF2 which clearly show an antiferromagnetic interaction with TN at around 35 K and the
Blocking temperature obtained from ZFC curve is about 53.5 K although the splitting in FC and
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FIG. 3. Spin density distributions of (a) occupied HOMO-33 (side and top view) and (b) unoccupied LUMO-115 (right)
molecular orbitals for the optimized iron intercalated graphene structure, calculated using GAUSSIAN 03 with UB3LYP/6-
31G method

FIG. 4. (a) ZFC-FC curves for GF1 at 50Oe which gives ordinary antiferromagnetic interaction due to γ -FeOOH nanopar-
ticles. (b) FC curve for GF1 at 1 T showing the disappearance of Neel temperature at higher magnetic field.

ZFC curves starts almost from 80 K. To understand the effect of magnetic field on antiferromagnetic
interaction we have extended field cooling measurements at different fields as shown in Fig. 5(b).
Striking difference in magnetic behavior compared to antiferromagnetic interaction where the peak
in FC curve shifts to lower temperature at higher magnetic field is observed. In this case the
peak temperature in FC curves shifts to a higher value with increasing magnetic field as shown in
Fig. 5(b).

To elucidate this unusual magnetism in Fe intercalated FLG we invoke the antiferro quadrupo-
lar ordering (AFQ) which arises due to the interplay between the magnetic dipole moment of Fe
d-electrons and the electric quadrupole moment of carbon p-electrons on the graphene surface. This
AFQ ordering is generally observed in very few 4f-electron systems like CeB6, TmTe etc. how-
ever, this is very interesting to explore whether this effect is observable as a result of interaction
between the magnetic moment of Fe and the quadrupole rich graphene surfaces within which the
Fe is intercalated. To understand this interaction between the d-orbitals of Fe atom with p-orbitals
of graphene carbon atoms we have considered the graphene surface as the X-Y plane as shown
in Fig. 5(c). In sp2 hybridized graphene, all pz orbitals above and below the graphene plane pro-
duces the delocalized π -electrons which create sufficient quadrupole moment on each carbon atom.
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FIG. 5. (a) ZFC-FC curves for GF2 at 50Oe. (b) Enlarged view of FC curves for GF2 at different fields. The ordering
temperature (TQ) increases from 35.5 K to 47.5 K for a field variation up to 1 T. (c) Schematic representation of the
interaction between the intercalated Fe ‘dz

2’ orbitals with the ‘pz’ orbitals of graphene.
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FIG. 6. FC curves for GF3 at 50Oe and 1 T and the inset shows the enlarged view of the marked region.

Due to interaction with these pz orbitals, the d-orbitals (dxy, dyz, dzx, dx2-y2 and dz2) of intercalated
Fe will be modified and the most affected orbital is the dz2 orbital due to axial overlapping. As a
result of this strong axial interaction of the dz2 electron carrying an unpaired spin moment with the
electric quadrupole moment of the pz orbital electron, the AFQ ordering is observed in the present
Fe intercalated FLG sheets. In this regard it is to be pointed out that from symmetry consideration
the dz2 orbital of Fe atom interacts equally with pz orbitals of all carbon atoms in the ring as shown in
Fig. 5(c) and such type of interaction between d-orbital of transition metal and pz-orbital of carbon
is reported in the literature.19

In GF1, AFQ ordering is not observed because of the lower concentration of Fe atoms. As the
value of potential for the quadrupole decreases with 5th power of the distance, the interaction between
the magnetic quadrupolar moments induced due to the interplay between the magnetic dipole moment
of Fe and electric quadrupolar moment on the graphene surface is too small to observe AFQ for lower
concentration of Fe. As a result, the ordinary antiferromagnetic ordering due to magnetic dipole
moment of γ -FeOOH with TN 32.5 K, which dies away with increasing field of 1 T is observed. But
for higher concentration (GF2), large numbers of Fe atoms are intercalated between the graphene
layers, which essentially diminish the distance between the magnetic quadrupole moments resulting
in the AFQ ordering. In contrast to TN in ordinary antiferromagnetism, the unique feature of this
AFQ is that the ordering temperature (TQ) increases with increasing magnetic field and in our case
we have been able to achieve a remarkable shift of TQ by an amount of 12 K from 35.5 K to 47.5 K
for a change in magnetic field of 1 T as shown in Fig. 5(b). Upon further increasing the magnetic
field to 3.5 T we do not observe any such shift of transition temperature. Here, we would like to
emphasize on two basic issues, one being the observation of AFQ in non f-electron systems and the
other is the large shift of TQ with magnetic field compared to the literature results where a shift of
temperature 7 K is observed for a magnetic field of 30 T.

An interesting aspect of the present investigation would be the clustering effect of Fe atoms on
AFQ ordering. It is argued, however, that the latter essentially will be suppressed due to comparatively
stronger dipole-dipole interaction between Fe atoms. It is therefore concluded that to observe AFQ
ordering there should be an optimum concentration of Fe atoms in between the graphene layers. To
study this effect with quantitative estimation of Fe atoms a theoretical work is required and such
work will be attempted in future. However, to check the effect of Fe content on antiferro quadrupolar
ordering, we have carried out magnetic measurements on another sample (GF3) with Fe content
intermediate between GF1 and GF2. Fig. 6 shows the FC curves for GF3 at different magnetic field
values.
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In this case TQ observed at 35.4 K for 50Oe and shifts to 43.4 K at 1 T magnetic field. It is to
be mentioned that in this case the shift of TQ is lesser than GF2 due to lower concentration of Fe
atoms resulting smaller AFQ ordering compared to GF2.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, unusual magnetism in Fe intercalated graphene layers exhibiting antiferro
quadrupolar ordering as a result of interplay between the magnetic dipole moment of Fe atom
and electric quadrupole moment on the graphene surface is observed. Remarkable shift of ordering
temperature (TQ) with increasing magnetic field compared to the literature results indicates strong
interaction between the magnetic moment of Fe atom and quadrupolar moment on the graphene
surface.
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